#tinytrump
~ minimize trump in your life ~

Dear tiny trump participant,
First let me thank you for taking part in this nationwide, crowdsourced art installation. As
an artist who has been creating work in the public realm for over a decade, my interest
has always been in bringing art to people where they are, and I’ve never been more
motivated to do that than I am today.
I created tiny trump because while the majority of Americans disapprove of the
authoritarian and divisive tone emanating from the White House, most of us feel
powerless to stop it and, as a result, remain largely inactive.
Sticking a tiny trump to a surface where others will see it may seem like a small gesture,
but make no mistake, it is an act of resistance, it takes courage, and I applaud you for
taking on the task. tiny acts add up. Tides are turned and scales are tipped one small
gesture at a time.
I encourage you to post pictures on social media, tag them #tinytrump, and encourage
others to do so. A resistance movement needs to be seen to be believed.
In a time when many of us may feel powerless, tiny trump aims to empower by giving
everyone the means to push back against current political and cultural forces in a publicly
visible and meaningful way. Given the times we live in, I cannot think of a more important
job for art to do than that.
I thank you for being part of it.
Sincerely,

Eric Corriel
Artist, maketrumptiny.com
I’d love to hear about your experience with tiny trump! maketrumptiny@gmail.com
Project info on the back

FOLLOW US

tiny trump is on Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, and TikTok as @maketrumptiny so please
free to follow and tag the project in your posts.

DONATING

First off, thank you for your purchase! I’m trying as hard as I possibly can to make
everything tiny trump as cheap and accessible as possible. Even though trump is tiny,
expenses are surprisingly large (rent, studio assistants, car/truck rental, paint, ink, laser
cutting time, 3D printing, materials, custom die manufacturing, social media assistants,
website development, distribution costs, administrative help, etc.) so if you’ve got cash to
burn and feel like supporting the project to make, please go to
maketrumptiny.com/donate and thank you! If I can get to $10,000 in donations I
could sell tiny trump for 25¢ each!

THE LEGAL STUFF

As a crowdsourced project, tiny trump inherently has risks associated with it. Of course it
isn’t possible to exhaustively list all the places where tiny trump shouldn’t be placed, so
let this serve as an incomplete guide on what not to do:
•DO NOT put tiny trump in a crowded area where people are likely to trip or
otherwise increase the chance of injury
•DO NOT put tiny trump somewhere it is likely to fly into the street, train tracks,
bicycle paths, etc. where it can cause an accident
•DO NOT affix with permanent tape, staples, or other difficult to remove material
•DO NOT post on private property without permission
•DO NOT resist anyone telling you to not put it somewhere
•DO NOT resist the police
If you think someone could get hurt or it can cause an accident, don’t put it
there. From a legal standpoint, the safest place to put a tiny trump is on private property
where you have permission.
If you’re concerned about legality, please do the appropriate research for your locality.
By participating in this project you assume ultimate responsibility for any consequences
related to the placement of your tiny trumps, so use common sense and act accordingly.
The artist and Eric Corriel Studios LLC, does not bear any liability for anything that
happens resulting from the placement of tiny trumps.
That said, I’m excited to see where you put them. Good luck and take pics #tinytrump!

